Padasalai’s Telegram Groups!

(தமிழ் விளக்கும் தொடர் தலைப்பு கிளக்கு வருவாகத் தெரியும் திருவாய்பு!)

- Padasalai's NEWS - Group
  https://t.me/joinchat/NIfCqVRBNj9hhV4wu6_NqA

- Padasalai's Channel - Group
  https://t.me/padasalaichannel

- Lesson Plan - Group
  https://t.me/joinchat/NIfCqVWwo5iL-21gpzrXLw

- 12th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_12th

- 11th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_11th

- 10th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_10th

- 9th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_9th

- 6th to 8th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_6to8

- 1st to 5th Standard - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_1to5

- TET - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_TET

- PGTRB - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_PGTRB

- TNPSC - Group
  https://t.me/Padasalai_TNPSC
STD: XII

WORK SHEET

SUB: ENGLISH  Question Tags  TIME: 15 Minutes

MARKS: 15

1. These children look very weak and tired, ........................?
2. Nobody can resolve this issue, ........................?
3. We seldom speak to our neighbours, ........................?
4. The old woman sells dolls made of sea-shells, ........................?
5. I have captured some beautiful moments in my camera, ........................?
6. Pragathi put the bunch of flowers in the vase, ........................?
7. Arun was in a great dilemma at that time, ........................?
8. I am an expert in cooking, ........................?
9. Let’s take this matter to court, ........................?
10. Don’t forget to hand over this file to my manager, ........................?
11. The pair of shoes near the door is not yours, ........................?
12. They have a resort in Yercaud, ........................?
13. Our dog scarcely sleeps at night, ........................?
14. You do a lot of social service, ........................?
15. There is a stadium near your office, ........................?


Send Your Questions & Answer Keys to our email id - padasalai.net@gmail.com
Kinds of sentences—Simple, Complex and Compound

Do as directed

(a) Besides being a singer, she is also a dancer. *(Rewrite as a compound sentence)*

(b) Praveen ran into the field so that he might congratulate the winners. *(Rewrite as a simple sentence)*

c) The mountain was steep but he was able to climb it. *(Rewrite as a complex sentence)*

d) Smita carried out the survey and presented her report. *(Rewrite as a simple sentence)*

e) Unless you have a valid passport you cannot leave the country. *(Rewrite as a compound sentence)*

f) This is not the way to answer. *(Rewrite as a complex sentence)*

Combine each of the following pairs of sentences into a single sentence.

(a) I met a man at the party. He is the Chairman of a computer form.

(b) Mahatma Gandhi stood for Ahimsa. The whole world knows it.

c) Concentrate on your strengths. You will reap success in your life,

d) Consider all the facts once again. Then make your decision.

e) A number of books are missing from the library. Measures should be taken to retrieve them.
STD: XII WORK SHEET MARKS: 25
SUB: ENGLISH Non-finite verbs TIME: 30 Minutes

Fill in the blanks using suitable gerunds.

1. My friend is good at ____________ the saxophone.
2. They don’t like ____________ on Saturdays.
3. They started late, so they were afraid of ____________ the train.
4. She enjoys ____________ horror movies.
5. ____________ on the wall can prove dangerous.
6. ____________ a two wheeler without a helmet may prove fatal.
7. ____________ uniform to school is compulsory.
8. ____________ trees is a must, to prevent soil erosion.
9. Seema apologized for ____________ late.
10. ____________ an event successfully is a challenge.

Unscramble the sentences.

1. rupees / lunch / to buy / it / twenty/ costs
2. become/ my/ is/ a doctor / dream/ to
3. eight years/ to win/ it/ took/ the world cup
4. as / a/ I / want/ collector/ to see /you
5. divine/is/to forgive

Rewrite changing the gerund in each of the following sentences to infinitives without changing the meaning.

1. Teach me swimming.
2. Giving is better than receiving.
3. Seeing is believing.
4. I like reading.
5. He managed reaching there in time.
6. Walking in the sun is harmful to the eyes.
7. Stealing is a crime.
8. What I hate most is running across traffic.
9. Sitting here is wasting time.
10. Exercising is good for health.
STD: XII WORK SHEET MARKS: 30
SUB: ENGLISH Errors, Articles and Determiners TIME: 30 Minutes

Spot the errors, if any.
1. She wants to continuing her studies abroad.
2. It was a shame breaking up.
3. It will be a waste throwing the food away.
4. She made me to cry.
5. My company has delayed to give pay rise due to economic problems.
6. There’s someone to talk on the phone, but they cannot hear me.
7. My friends and I were sitting in a cafe and to talk.
8. To carry a heavy pile of books, she tripped and fell.

Articles and Determiners

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles or determiners.
1. We met ______ Americans at the restaurant.
2. Monisha has ______ films in her hands.
3. I am ______ eldest in my family.
4. There are only ______ chocolates left for you.
5. Can you get me ______ butter?
6. They haven’t got ______ roses in their garden.
7. Samuel hasn’t got ______ homework today, so he is playing cricket.
8. Please give me ______ hammer and ______ nail.
9. My mother is ______ honest woman.
10. She bought ______ useful gadget.
11. Please give me ______ ice cube.
12. We need ______ light in the room.
13. Why are you reading ______ book?
14. My boss wanted ______ draft of the report in a day.
15. ______ hand-out is available online.
Degrees of Comparison

Identify the error in each of the following sentences and correct them appropriately.

1. Oxygen is more heavier than hydrogen.
2. Very few indoor games are more interesting than chess.
3. Henry is the most strongest of all the players in the team.
4. Faster you run, sooner you get tired.
5. Diamond is more precious than any gem.
6. Mr. Sridhar is wiser than all men in our family.
7. The Biology lab in our school is spacious than the Chemistry lab.
8. This is one of the busier streets in our town.
9. The sparrow is the most unique bird.
10. Beema is stronger among the five Pandava brothers.
11. An ounce is lesser than a gallon.
12. Let me introduce my oldest daughter to you all.
13. Of the two sisters, Helen is the prettiest.
14. This is the most least mark I have ever scored.